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MOVING FROM TENSION TO
RESOLUTION (PART 1)
EPISODE 12

Getting from tension to resolution can be a difficult task on any
project. Highly successful teams have three essential characteristics:
trust, communication, and initiative. In this week's episode, Chris
Railey hones in on the importance of trust – and why it can make or
break a team.

Three things a team needs to move from
tension to resolution:
1. Trust
2. Communication
3. Initiative
As a leader you must model and teach trust
Teams with no trust have:
- low productivity
- low collaboration
- low energy
- high dysfunction

IN A COMPLEX
ENVIRONMENT,
TRUST IS
ESSENTIAL
Chris Railey

Teams with trust:
- go the first mile
- get the job done
- set the right tone
- have the right attitude
- have their house in order
- can carry the vision
Team Discussion
Which characteristics of trust does your team have?
Which characteristics does your team need to work on?
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project. Highly successful teams have three essential characteristics:
trust, communication, and initiative. In this week's episode, Chris
Railey hones in on the importance of trust – and why it can make or
break a team.

Three things a team needs to move from
tension to resolution:
1. Trust
2. Communication
3. Initiative
As a leader you must model and teach __________
Teams with no trust have:
- low __________
- low __________
- low __________
- high __________
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Teams with trust:
- go __________
- get __________
- set __________
- have __________
- have their __________
- can carry __________
Team Discussion
Which characteristics of trust does your team have?
Which characteristics does your team need to work on?
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